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Heavy impurity ion transport is considered in the vicinity of two adjacent rational 
magnetic surfaces with the rotational transforms mnr mn /)( 2

, =ι  and mnr mn ′′=′′ /)( 2
,ι  in 

the helical plasma under the drift-wave-like potential, which is written in the form 
])(exp[),(

~~
tiMNi ωϑφϑρ −−Φ=Φ , where 0rr −=ρ  is the radial distance from the 

rational magnetic surface with the rotational transform mn /=ι .1 The trajectories of the 
passing particles can form the rational drift surfaces. If there are some adjacent rational 
drift surfaces with the drift rotational transform mn /* =ι , mn ′′= /*ι , mn ′′′′= /*ι , then 
the magnetic perturbations with the wave numbers ( nm, ), ( nm ′′, ), ( ), nm ′′′′  can lead to 
some families of drift islands. Overlapping of the adjacent resonance structure is the 
reason for the stochasticity of the particle trajectories. If a particle trajectory passes 
through the set of perturbations this test particle can escape from the center of the 
confinement volume to the periphery. The helically trapped particles with the orbits of 
the helical banana-type can be transferred into the “toroidally trapped” particles under 
the effect of this electromagnetic field. It is shown, that passing impurity particle 
becomes trapped under the drift wave electric field. Similarly to the estafette of drift 
resonances 2 the impurity ion feels the drift wave electric field sequentially and moves 
outside of the confinement volume and escapes. The investigation of integral transport 
properties is carried out. Although the backward impurity transition from the trapped 
state into the passing one is possible, the penetration of the impurity into the core 
plasma is not expected. It is important to understand the conclusive result of impurity 
transport. The numerical simulation is carried out with the use of  Newton-Poisson 
equation system. As the test particle the tungsten ion is taken.  
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